
Memory 
Lab Session – Fortran Version 

Lab Exercise Location 
The lab exercise is assumed to be located at ~/workspace/memory/. All examples should be built 

and executed within this working directory unless otherwise noted. Timing and performance might vary 

among systems – always make comparisons on the same system. The results below are only examples: 

your experience might be different 

Explicit Offloading (Fortran) 
First, we start with a rather trivial implementation using explicit offloading. 

$ ifort explicit_offload_sync.f90 –o explicit_offload_sync 

$ ./explicit_offload_sync 

Times (secs): sync:    0.5660000 

Please take a look at the implementation. We offload a subroutine compute(…) doing some work on 

the target. This is done iteratively (iter times). For offloading we used the following directive: 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD BEGIN TARGET(mic:0) & 

      IN(in1   : LENGTH(cnt))     & ! ALLOC_IF(.true.) FREE_IF(.true.) 

      OUT(res1 : LENGTH(cnt))       ! ALLOC_IF(.true.) FREE_IF(.true.) 

        … 

!DIR$ END OFFLOAD 

Note that the ALLOC_IF(…) and FREE_IF(…) clauses are commented out here. The values shown 

are the default values for these clauses.  

Being rather simple, this example comes with some overhead caused by repeated 

allocation/deallocation (every iteration allocates and deallocates both in1 and res1). Data transfer 

and allocation/deallocation are the two biggest factors limiting the throughput in our example. 

Solution 1: Reuse Allocated Memory 
In our example, we can reuse allocated memory on the target. The offload directives allow this by using 

ALLOC_IF(…) and FREE_IF(…). 

A slightly modified version could look like this: 

$ ifort explicit_offload_sync_alloc.f90 –o explicit_offload_sync_alloc 

$ ./explicit_offload_sync_alloc 

Times (secs): sync:   5.5000305E-02 



The execution time obviously is much better now.  However, more interesting is the way we realized 

that: 

 First we allocated all buffers on the target up-front, before any offloading of code takes place: 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER TARGET(mic:0) & 

      NOCOPY(in1, res1 : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.true.)  

                                     FREE_IF(.false.)) 

Note that OFFLOAD_TRANSFER directives don’t need a following block – they are free 

standing and can be used to do some non-blocking actions. We’re going to heavily use them for 

asynchronous transfer next. 

 Then the iterative computation is executed, reusing the already allocated memory (without 

freeing): 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD BEGIN TARGET(mic:0) & 

      IN(in1   : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.false.) FREE_IF(.false.))& 

      OUT(res1 : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.false.) FREE_IF(.false.)) 

        … 

!DIR$ END OFFLOAD 

 Finally, we deallocate at the very end when there’s no further use of the memory: 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER TARGET(mic:0) & 

      NOCOPY(in1, res1 : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.false.)  

                                     FREE_IF(.true.)) 

So, we have found a way for our example to reuse allocated memory across different offload directives. 

What’s left is to improve the data transfer - we are going to implement an asynchronous transfer with 

double buffering now. 

Solution 2: Asynchronous Data Transfer (Double Buffering) 
As mentioned in the presentation, double buffering combined with asynchronous data transfer can 

utilize the memory bandwidth much better than synchronous transfers. The OFFLOAD_TRANSFER 

directives we’ve seen above also help here: 

$ ifort explicit_offload_async.f90 –o explicit_offload_async 

$ ./explicit_offload_async 

  Times (secs): sync:   5.5000305E-02  / async:   4.7000885E-02 

Here, we created a second set of buffers which help us in alternating asynchronous data transfers. For 

that we split our iterations into even and odd, each using its own buffer set. 

For even iterations we first request the input buffers needed for the next (odd) iteration. This is done by 

using the SIGNAL(…) clause, indicating an asynchronous data transfer: 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER TARGET(mic:0) IF(i /= iter - 1) & 

      IN(in2 : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.false.) FREE_IF(.false.)) & 

      SIGNAL(sin2) 



Note: 

The IF(…) clause checks for the last iteration and won’t request more data then. We don’t request 

asynchronous transfer of res1 or res2 for our example although it is possible to do so. 

Finally, the counterpart of the SIGNAL(…) clause for asynchronous data transfer is the WAIT(…) 

clause: 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD BEGIN TARGET(mic:0) NOCOPY(in2) WAIT(sin2) & 

      OUT(res2 : LENGTH(cnt) ALLOC_IF(.false.) FREE_IF(.false.)) 

            … 

!DIR$ END OFFLOAD 

It is the actual offload directive which blocks execution until the data transfer is complete (here: in2) 

before executing the offloaded code. 

As we’re using two buffer sets and alternating asynchronous data requests, the time spent waiting for 

data is reduced. 

Also keep in mind that initially the first buffer needs to be requested before entering the loop to start 

the mutually exclusive transfers. 

For Fortran, signal and wait work only on dedicated integers (sin1 and sin2) initialized to different 

values, in parallel to the buffers. We need to create those in addition to the buffers. 

Implicit Offloading 
Implicit offloading requires the use of Cilk extensions and is not available in Fortran. See the C++ lab for 

an example of implicit offloading. 
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